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Foreword
ISO (the International
Organization
for Standardization)
is a worldwide
federation
of national Standards
bodies (ISO member
bodies). The work
of preparing
International
Standards
is normally
carried out through ISO
technical
committees.
Esch metnber
body interested
in a subject for
which a technical
committee
has been established
has the right to be
represented
on that committee.
International
organizations,
governmental and non-governmental,
in liaison with ISO, also take pst-t in the
work. ISO collaborates
closely
with the International
Electrotechnical
Commission
(IEC) on all matters of electrotechnical
standardization.
Draft International
Standards
adopted
by the technical
committees
are
circulated
to the member
bodies for voting.
Publication
as an International
Standard
requires
approval
by at least 75 O/o of the member
bodies casting a vote.
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ISO 4021 was prepared
by Technical
Committee

International
Standard
ISO/TC 131, Fluid power Systems,
and con tamina tion con b-o/.
This
second
(ISO 4021:1977),
Annex

edition
which

Sub-Committee

SC 8, Producf

has been technically

A of this International
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Introduction
In hydraulic
fluid power Systems,
power is transmitted
and controlled
through
a fluid under pressure
within an enclosed
circuit. This fluid is
both a lubricant
and a power-transmitting
medium.
Reliable
System
Performance
requires
control
of the fluid medium.
Qualitative
and quantitative
determination
of particuiate
contamination
in the fluid medium
requires
precision
in obtaining
the Sample and determining
the nature and extent of contaminatiori.
The most representative
Sample is obtained
using a sarnpler
installed
in a rnain flowline
where the fluid is flowing
in a turbulent
manner.
If
such a Sampler is unavailable,
then fluid sarnples may be extracted from
the System reservoir.

iTeh STANDARD
PREVIEW
This InternationaI
Standard
describes
procedures
for obtaining
namic and static samples from an operating
System.
(standards.iteh.ai)
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fluid power
analysis - Extraction
operating
System
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contamination
- Particulate
of fluid samples from lines of an

Scope

3

Definitions

This International
Standard
specifies
procedures
fot
extracting
fluid samples from a hydrauIic
fluid power
System under Operation.

For the purposes
definitions
given
nitions apply.

of this International
Standard,
in ISO 5598 and the following

The preferred
tnethod
is to extract
fluid sampIes
hydraulic
sysfrom a main flowline
of an operating
tern in such a manner that the particulate
contaminant in the Sample
is representative
of the fluid
flowing at the Point of sampting.

3.1 clean Sample bettle: Sample
bottie which has
been thoroughly
cleaned and verified in accordance
with iS0 3722.

iTeh STANDARD PREVIEW
(standards.iteh.ai)
3.2 fluid sampling,
line:
of fluid from

An
the
this
pler

The extraction
of a Sample
section of a flow stream.

alternative
method is to extract a Sample from
ISO 4021:1992
reservoir
of an aperating
hydraulic
system, but
3.3 fluid sampling,
reservoir:
The extraction
of a
https://standards.iteh.ai/catalog/standards/sist/c10590aa-568e-42cb-8e30method should only be used if a suitable
samSample of fluid from the reservoir
of an operating
9e7297862638/iso-4021-1992
is not fitted.
System.

The sampIes
taken
tamination
analysis.
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a turbulent

the
defi-

Normative

at-e used

for

particulate

con-

references

The foIlowinq
Standards
contain
provisions
which,
through
ref&-ence
in this text, constitute
provisions
of this International
Standard.
At the time of publication, the editions
indicated
were valid. All standards
are subject
to revision,
and Parties
to
agreements
based on this International
Standard
are encouraged
to investigate
the possibility
of applyinq the rnost t-ecent editions of the Standards
indicated
below. Members
of IEC and ISO maintain
registers
of currently
valid International
Standards.
ISO 3722:1976,
-containers
met hods.

Hydr-aulic
Qualilying

fluid power ~ Fluid sample
and confrollthg
cleathg

ISO 5598: 1985, Fluid power systetns
- Vocabulary.

3.4 Sampler: A device which allows the extraction
of a quantity
of representative
fluid from the hydraulic System. (See figures 1 and 2.)
3.5 turbulent
flow:
Fluid flow in which
pat-title
movement,
anywhere
in the flow, varies rapidly
in
velocity
and direction.
Flow may be turbulent
when
the Reynolds
number (I(c) is greater than 2 300 and
tan be assumed
to he turbulent
when Z<e > 4 000.
See annex A.

4

Principles

4.1

Sampling

of fluid extraction
from

fluid

lines

4.1.1
Extract samples
from main fluid lines in a
section where turbulent
flow conditions
exist, using
a sampier
having the foHowing characteristics
(see
example
in figure 1):
a) being compatible
with
operating
pressure;

the fluid

and the System

and cotnpotlet7fs
b) permitting

on/off

valving

of Sample

flow;

ISO 4021:1992(E)

c)

having the ability to reduce the pressure
value
from the System pressure
to atmosphere
at a
minimum
flow rate of 100 ml/min
(preferably
500 ml/min)
in the open Position;
the pressurereducing device shall not alter the contamination
level or distribution;

d) having a sampling
tube with
the range 1,2 mm to 5 mtn;

internal

diameter

in

e) having an extraction
Point which is located in a
turbulent
flow Zone; if this cannot be assured,
use a means of creating
turbulente,
such as a
turbulent
flow inducer;
bein g compatible
and particte-count

procedure
with the sampling
mg a pparatus to be used;

g) giving

repeatable

h) being

easy to use and leak-free;

i)

and reproducible

samples;

being so constructed
that areas where particulate contamination
may settle
out, when the
valve is not in use, are minimized;
being so de,signed to minimize
the generation
of contaminants by the valve itself; being of a type which
cleans itself by flushing.

valve size, it may be necessary
to attach a length
of small-bore
tubing at the shut-off valve outlet in
Order to reduce
the flow rate. DO not use tubing
having an inside diameter
smaller than 1,25 mm.
4.1.7
Locate the satnpling
valve in an area where
it is readily
accessible
and away from sources
of
environmental
contamination.
- Fluid sampling
from
high-pressure
WARNING
lines tan be dangerous
and should be performed
only by experienced
personnel.
If skin is penetrated
by fluid whilst taking a Sample, see a physician
immediately;
failure to do so may result in serious
harm.

42.

Sampling

from

reservoirs

4.2.1
lf a Sampler
cannot be fitted directly
to the
System, then samples
rnay be extracted
from the
System reservoir.
t-lowever, extreme care should be
taken to avoid adding further contamination
at the
sampling
point. Samples
extracted
by this means
are less representative
of the System contamination
than samples
extracted
by means of live dynamic
sampling.

iTeh STANDARD PREVIEW
4.2.2
Extract the Sample
(standards.iteh.ai)
where the fluid is in motion

from a centralized
area
and away frorn quiescent
and baffles.

4.1.2 Ensure that the extraction
Point is clear of the
areas caused by corners
boundary
layer of the System pipework
and the axis
ISO 4021:1992
of the Sampler is approximately
perpendicular
Io the
https://standards.iteh.ai/catalog/standards/sist/c10590aa-568e-42cb-8e30Select a conver ,jient opening in the reservoir,
4.2.3
main flow stream,
preferably
entering
the System
9e7297862638/iso-4021-1992
a
bove
the fluid level, t hrouqh\ which the sa mpler tan
pipework
from the top. Arrange
the point of exit of
enter.
the sampled fluid such that the flow is directed vertically downwards.
Determine
the distance
/1/2 (as shown in figure2) to
establish
the depth of the sampling
Point below the
4.1.3
Permanently
attach the valve, or check valve
fluid surface.
Portion of a quick-disconnect
coupling,
to the port
mark o n the sampl er to indicate
Place a reference
through which the Sample is to be taken.
the su rface of the reservoi r at p oint of ent ry.
4.1.4
Provide dust taps for the item in 4.1.3 to reduce the inqress
of environmental
contaminants.
L
4.1.5 Qperate the hydraulic
circuit for not less than
30 min to diffuse particulate
contarninants
as evenly
as possible throughout
the System.
NOTES
1 When a procedure
to diffuse particulate
contaminants
has been established
fcw a particular
System, that procedure shouid be maintained
for all similar Systems.
2 If a Sample representing
normal operating
conditions
is desired,
the hydraulic
circuits should not be operated
for prolonged
periods in an artificially
clean environment.

4.1.6 Ensure the Sampler is in the wide-open
position when sampling
and that it will provide a flow
rate
of
(minirnum
approximately
500 niI/min
100 mI/rnin). Depending
on the System pressure
and

2

4.2.4
Carefully
select the method of extracting
the
Sample and ensure that the ingress of contaminant,
from the environment,
is kept to a minimum.
4.2.5
A proven method
is shown in figure 2. This
consists
of a bottle cap with special
fittings
for
drawing
fluid samples
into the Sample bottle using
a vacuutn Source. Lengths of laboratory
grade flexible tubing, compatible
with the fluid being sampled,
are also required.
4.2.6

Two clean

Sample

bottles

are required:

bottle
taking

the tubing
A used for flushing
Ge Sample (may be re-used);

bottle

B, used to contain

4.2.7

A supply

of filtered

Prior to

the Sample.
solvent

is also required.
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4.2.8 Operate
the hydraulic
circui-ts
particulate
contaminants
as evenly
th rouq\ hout the reservoir.

to diffuse the
as possible

NOTES
3 When a procedure
to diffuse particulate
contaminants
has been established
for a particular
syslem,
that procedure should be maintained
for all similar Systems.

5.2

Sampling

from

reservoirs

5.2.1 Select a suitable
area of the reservoir
from
which the Sample is to be extracted
(see 4.2). Clean
the area around the entry Point before breaking
into
the reservoir.

If a Sample representing
normal operating
conditions
is desired,
the hydraulic
circuits
should not he operated
for prolonged
periods in an artificially
clean environment.

5.2.2 Using an arrangement
as shown in figure 2,
draw about 200 ml of prefiltered
solvent through the
sampling
line to bottle A using a vacuum Source.

5

5.2.3 Remove bottle A from the special cap of the
sampling
apparatus
and discard
the solvent.
Reattach bottle A to the special
cap and insert the
sampling
tube into the desired area of the reservoir.

4

5.1

Sampling
Sampling

procedure
from

fluid

51.1
Clean the external
A supply of filtered solvent

lines

using

Samplers

surfaces
of the Sampler.
will assist in this.

5.1.2 Where
a Sampler
incorporating
a quickdisconnect
coupling
is used, attach the separable
portions
to the permanently
attached
portion
after
removing
the dust cap.

5.2.4 Draw approximately
500 ml of fluid (but not
less than five times the total volume of the Sampler)
through the tubing and discard the fluid.

5.2.5 Rernove the cap frorn the precleaned
Sample
bottle B and attach the bottle to the special cap of
the sampling
apparatus.
Draw off sufficient
volume
to fill the Sample bettle to about 75 % of its total
volume using the volume Source.

iTeh STANDARD PREVIEW
(standards.iteh.ai)

5.1.3 Open the sarnpler and flush through the valve
with a sufficient
quantity
(normally
at least 500 ml
of fluid but no% less than five times the total volume
of the Sampler),
collect in a separate
Container and
ISO 4021:1992
5.2.6 Remove Sample bottle B from the special cap
discard. DO not close the valve after flushing.
and immediately
seal wifh its original
cap. Reconhttps://standards.iteh.ai/catalog/standards/sist/c10590aa-568e-42cb-8e30nett
Sample
bottle
A
to
the
special
cap
and with9e7297862638/iso-4021-1992
5.1.4 Uncap the precleaned
Sample
bottle, place
draw the Sample tube fror-n the reservoir.
the Sample bottle under the emerging
jet of fluid and
fill the bottle to about 75 % of its total volume.
DO
not allow the Sampler to come into contacZ with the
5.2.7 Fit the closure to the reservoir.
Sample hottle.
5.1.5 When sufficient
volume
has been collected,
remove the Sample bottle, replace the cap immediately and close the valve.

6
5.1.6
lt is acceptable
to use proprietary
Sample
Containers of the type which do not require the bottle
cap to be removed.
If these are ernployed,
it is
necessary
to allow the Sample valve to come into
contact with the Sample bottle Met tube. Take great
care to avoid exterior
contamination
of the Sample
by this action.

The

Labelling
Sample

bearinq L. the

a) Sample

c) System

5.1.8 Replace
the dust cap
mounted section of the valve.

e) sampling

the

permanently

reference

b) date and time

5.1.7 Where
a Sampler
incorporating
a quickdisconnect
coupling
is used, disconnect
the separate portions of the Sampler and remove any residual
fluid films by flushing with a suitable solvent.
on

bottle
following

running

number;

of Sample;

reference;

d) fluid type,
flow rate;

f-l

shall be provided
with a label
information,
as appropriate:

fluid

location
time.

temperature

and pressure

and

(if known)

used;

the

ISO 4021:1992(E)

7 Identification
this International

Statement
Standard)

(Reference

“Method
of extracting
fluid samples
conforms
to
ISO 4021:1992, Hydraulic fluid power - Parficulate
of fluid samples
col) taniir,ation analysis ~ Exfractiorj
from lines of an Oper-ating system.”

to

Use the following
Statement
in test reports,
catalogues and saies literature
when electing to comply
with this International
Standard:

Dimensions

Flow
--.-------+

--. Sampllng polnt
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Check valve, male quickdlsconnec t coupllng
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Dust taps

Non-check valve, female
qufck-dlsconnec t coupling (lf used)

/-“--

Shut-off

valve

/-------- Seat cap

Figure
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1 -

Typical

example

of a field-type

Sampler

in millimetres
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pressure
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Sample bottle

Welghted plug
Uf necessary)
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Reser volr

iTeh
a reservoir
Sampler
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